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International Union of Railways
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Taiwan High Speed rail Corporation

3.

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

4.

RTRI

Railway Technical Research Institute, Japan

5.

GPRS

General Packet Radio Services

6.

UBTZ

UlaanBataar Railway, Mongolia

7.

IP

Internet Protocol

8.

KRNA

Korean (South) Rail Network Authority

9.

CBTC

Communication Based Train Control

10.

ETCS

European Train Control System

11.

CTCS

Chinese Train Control system

12.

ATACS

Advanced Train Administration and Telecom systems

13.

PTC

Positive Train Control

14.

CRSCD

China national railway Signal and Communication Corporation
Department

15.

TCAS

Train Collision Avoidance System

16.

VSAT

Very Small satellite Aperture System

17.

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

18.
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Swiss Federal Railway

19.
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Indian Railways' Communication Scenario
and the Road Ahead
P. K. Srivastava
Additional Member (Telecom), Indian Railway Board

Telecom Session - I (10.15 - 10.35 hrs.)

ABSTRACT
Over the recent years public transport sector has undergo significant transformations.
Market dynamics demand best performance, flexibility and reliability from transport sector.
Modern railway undergoes a constant transformation process providing yet higher speeds,
more efficiency and quicker service to the customers. The ever increasing capacity demand,
limited capacity of existing infrastructure and prohibiting high cost of rail infrastructure,
capacity expansion translates to a complex set of economy and operational challenges.
Telecommunication plays a pivotal role in ensuring safe train operation and utilizing the
existing infrastructure capacity optimally. Indian Railways since the last 160 years have
seen the various stages of technology development in the telecommunication field starting
with the use of telegraph circuits using open wire as the media to voice circuits on cables and
microwave systems and voice & data circuits on optical fiber cables and satellites to the
modern IP based telecom networks for various applications.
This paper takes you through the various communication systems being used on the Indian
Railway system in the last 160 years and the road ahead.

Radio Communications Status in Australia –
Future Plans
Derel Wust
BE (Hons), MIE Aust, CPEng
Telecom Session - I (10.55 - 11.15 hrs.)

BIOGRAPHY
Derel is here today to talk about the "Status of Radio
Communications in Australia and Future Plans". He is currently
the manager of his own company, but he is not here today in that
capacity, but rather to share his knowledge on the status of radio
systems activity in Australia.
Derel has an extensive professional radio engineering background.
His educational qualifications include a Bachelor of Engineering
with Honours and a Graduate Diploma in Management Studies. Derel is a Member of
Engineers Australia and is registered as a Chartered Professional Engineer. Derel is also a
Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Director's program.
After initial graduation, Derel was appointed as an Electronics Engineering Officer in the
Royal Australian Air Force and proceeded to enjoy a 20-year military career rising to the rank
of Wing Commander. Derel is a graduate of the RAAF Staff College.
Following his military career, Derel worked in Telstra, Singtel Optus and the NSW Rail
Access Corporation in Sydney, at which he rose to the position of General Manager
Technology & Standards Division where he became involved in interstate rail policy and
technical issues. He went on to start his own business in January 2002 and has worked in
most States since on consulting assignments where he has been exposed to many of the issues
confronting each State.
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Radio System for THSRC
Tom, HSU
Section Chief , SNS Central Section
Signaling & Communication Department, THSRC
Telecom Session - II (14.30 - 14.50 hrs.)
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Evolution of Signalling on Indian Railways &
Road Ahead for Radio Based Signalling
M. Suresh
Additional Member (Signal), Railway Board, India .
Telecom Session - II (14.50 - 15.10 hrs)

ABSTRACT
The Signalling on Indian Railways (IR) has evolved steadily from Rudimentary to Modern
Signalling to meet Operational and Safety needs of ever increasing growth of passenger and
freight traffic over its journey of 160 years since the day Railways came into existence in India
on 16th April, 1853.
Track circuits, the basic safety device, has been provided at 5200 stations out of 6008 BG stns.
Visibility of Signals has improved due to provision of LED signals at 5200 stns. Interlocking
system has migrated from Mechanical Interlocking to Electronic Interlocking bringing in
better safety features and operational advantages. Data Loggers have been deployed as a
Diagnostic tool for preventive and predictive maintenance. Block Proving by Axle Counter
has been inducted as a means for verification of complete arrival of train at a station. Safety at
Level Crossings Gates has been enhanced by manning, provision of communication and
interlocking of Gates. Line Capacity has increased due to adoption of Automatic Signalling
and Intermediate Block Signalling system.
Automatic Train Protection (ATP) system has been adopted by IR in the form of Auxiliary
Warning System (AWS) which has been working satisfactorily on Mumbai Suburban section
since its installation in the 1990s where presently 2800 train suburban services are run daily
carrying about seven million passengers. Anti Collission Device (ACD), which is an
Indigenous system and works on Global Positioning System (GPS) & Angular Deviation
Count principle, has been operationalised in 2006 on 1740 Route km on BG section of
Northeast Frontier Railway. Two pilot projects on 250 Route km for implementation of
European Train Control System Level 1 have been completed on Indian Railways and further
projects are being rolled out. Another Indigenous development on IR is Train Collission
Avoidance System (TCAS) which incorporates train collision functionality of ACD and ATP
functions as available in train protection system. Specification is to Open standards and
multiple vendors shall be able to develop the system. GSM-R which is essentially required for
ETCS Level-2 has also been implemented over IR on 1725 Route Km and is being further
extended.
With the inescapable role of Railway Signalling in train operations and availability of modern
technologies, Signalling arrangements are poised for quantum jump in the years to come.
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Evolution of Signalling on Indian Railways &
Road Ahead for Radio Based Signalling
M. Suresh
Additional Member (Signal), Railway Board, India .
Telecom Session - II (14.50 - 15.10 hrs)
1.
1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4

2.
2.1
2.2
2.3

Introduction
Indian Railways came into existence on 16th April, 1853 with historical journey between
Bombay and Thane a distance of about 30 Km hauled by three locomotives Sultan, Sindh and
Sahib with 14 coaches and 400 guests.
First time in the year 1894, List and Morse interlocking system was installed at 28 crossing
stations between Lahore and Ghaziabad.
By end of 1900, 600 stations were provided with some sort of interlocking arrangements
between points and signals
Colour Light Signalling was introduced on Indian Railways in 1928 between Bombay VT and
Byculla stations. Block Instruments were standardised in 1930s and Block Signalling Manual
was framed.
Growth of Signalling on Indian Railways
To meet Operational and Safety needs of ever increasing growth of train traffic, Indian
Railways have been steadily modernizing its Signalling assets.
With the inescapable role of Railway Signalling in train operations and availability of modern
technologies, Signalling arrangements are poised for quantum jump in the years to come.
The paper covers various modern Signalling arrangements which are currently being provided
alongwith induction and introduction of advanced technologies.

3.
3.1

Safety Enhancement at Stations
Track Circuits
Basic safety device which gives track vacancy at a station. Out of 6008 BG stations, complete
track circuiting has been provided at 5200 stations. Balance track circuits either by means of
DC track circuit or Digital Axle Counters shall be provided in the next two years time.

3.2

Colour Light LED Signals
Filament incandescent lamps, double filament triple pole lamps, requiring frequent
replacement and low luminosity were provided earlier. Now LED Signals with high visibility
and longer life have been provided at 5200 stations which besides reducing maintenance efforts
has given more confidence to loco pilots.

3.3

Interlocking System
Inspite of ongoing modernisation in Signalling by provision of Electronic/Relay Interlocking IR
still has a large number of orthodox mechanical lever frames for operating Semaphore Signals
or Colour Light Signals. Electronic Interlocking is now being implemented and Signal
Engineers have gained confidence for inducting Electronic Interlocking. Research Design &
Standards Organisation(RDSO) has played a vital role in framing specifications and issuing
Technical approvals for Electronic Interlocking being provided on Indian Railways. We still
have a lot of dependence on the Industry which is expected to reduce in the years to come.
Regular training courses are being conducted at OEM's premises and at Indian Railway
Institute of Signal Engineering & Telecommunication (IRISET) where select officers and staff
are being trained in a professional manner.
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3.2

Data Loggers
It is a Diagnostic equipment used for logging status of vital Signalling gears installed at a
station through potential free relay contacts and helps in Real Time Monitoring of Signalling
gears. Data Loggers are being widely based for analysis of signal failures, predictive and
preventive maintenance. Analysis is also done for cases of unusual incidences of SPAD, train
accidents – wherein the events can be stimulated and played back to ascertain clearance of
signals, occupation of track circuits, movement of points etc. It has also been found useful to
monitor compliance of prescribed operational rules like setting of points against occupied line,
testing of emergency cross-overs etc. Data Loggers at stations have been networked to all
Divisional Headquarters and networking to Zonal Headquarters shall be completed in the next
three months.
3.5

Implementation of these measures has
drastically brought down train collisions.

4.
4.1

Safety Enhancement in Block Sections
Block Proving by Axle Counters (BPAC)
With increased traffic density and emphasis on Safety instead of manual verification of
complete arrival of train at a station, automatic verification through Axle Counters is being
progressively provided. Work at 50% of Bock Sections has been completed and balance is
planned for completion in the next 5 years. In all new and replacement works of EI/RRI, BPAC
provision has been made mandatory.

4.2

Interlocking of Level Crossing Gates
Safety at Level Crossing gates is enhanced by manning, interlocking and provision of
telephones. Accidents of Level Crossings have shown a decline by these methods. All manned
LCs have been provided. with telephones.
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5.
5.1

Line Capacity Enhancement
Intermediate Block Signalling (IBS)
Splitting of long Block sections by provision of IBS is being done. So far 416 IBSs have been
provided and another 100 are planned to be provided in the next three years.

5.2

Automatic Signalling
Cost effective tool for enhancing line capacity. Plays a vital role in train operations in suburban
section of Kolkata, Chennai and Mumbai where trains run at close intervals. Auto Signalling on
a continuous stretch in Mumbai-Ahmedabad (500 Km) and Kanpur-Aligarh(300 km) sections
have recently been completed.

5.3

Growth of Signalling over the last 30 years for line capacity and Safety Enhancement are given
in the tables along with Projection for XII Five Year Plan.

INDIAN RAILWAYS- ZONAL HEADQUARTERS

General Data of Indian Railways
Type of Data

1982

1992

2002

2012

Passenger Trains (BG &
MG) in Nos.

6251

7284

8702

12190

Freight Traffic Net Tonne
Kms Billions

172.2

256.9

336.4

668.6

Railway Network in RKM

61230

62458

63140

64600

Single Line Network in RKM

48089

47853

47016

45232

Double/Multiple Line
Network in RKM

13141

14605

16124

19368
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Growth of Signalling on Indian Railways
ITEM

Mar, 82

Mar, 92

Mar, 02

Mar, 12

Dec, 12

Interlocked Stations(BG)

3173

4088

5003

6008

6008

Panel Interlocking (Stns)

417

1212

2265

4079

4169

Route Relay Interlocking (Stns)

98

144

188

257

261

14

535

592

Electronic Interlocking (Stns)
PI/RRI/EI

515

1356

2467

4871

5022

MAUQ/LQ (Stns)

1450

1905

1891

395

364

MACLS with Lever frame (Stns)

564

827

645

520

454

MACLS (Stns)

1079

2183

3112

5391

5476

Track Circuiting (Locations)

3983

8930

17078

29201

29741

Projections for XII Five Year Plan
SN

Item

Target

1

Replacement of Relay Based Interlocking with EI (stns)

1200

2

Replacement of Over-aged ABS, IBS etc. (RKM)

600

3

Complete Track circuiting of Balance stations (stns)

700

4

BPAC at balance Block sections (Block Sections)

3000

5

Provision of Data Logger & Networking (no.)

1200

6

Provision of Isolation of run

630

-through lines &

upgradation from STD I to STD IIR (stns)
7

Automatic Block Signalling on selected sections of A, B

2000

& C routes (RKM)

6.
6.1

Automatic Train Protection Systems
Auxiliary Warning System (AWS)
A reliable method for ensuring loco pilot failures to observe and obey Signal is the Auxiliary
Warning System (AWS). Loco equipment interfaced with brake system and activated by the
track device prevents Signal Passing at Danger. It is a track magnet system which takes inputs
of the Signal aspects and is working in Mumbai Suburban sections of Western and Central
Railways on a network of 329 RKm where trains run at a close headway of 3 to 4 minutes. This
has been provided only on the EMUs. System applies brakes automatically in case motorman
disregards a 'Red' Signal. Speed of the train is regulated on the 'Yellow' aspect. AWS has been
working satisfactorily since its installation in the 1990s where presently 2800 train suburban
services are run daily carrying about seven million passengers.
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6.2

Anti Collision Device (ACD)
Works on Global Positioning System (GPS) and Angular Deviation Count principle. Signalling
inputs of Main Line Track Circuit and First facing point 'N' or 'R' are taken. It is a single vendor
microprocessor based equipment to present Head on, side and rear end collisions at High Speed
and also provides Approach Warning at Level Crossing Gates. Mobile ACDs are fitted on
Loco/Guard (Cabins) and stationary ACDs at stations and Level Crossing gates. ACDs
communicate with each other in 3 Km range and On Board microprocessor assess emerging
scenario and applies brakes in collision like situation. Manual SOS facility from loco as well as
from stations is available wherein automatic application of brakes takes place in the locos on
receiving the SOS signal. This has been operationalised in 2006 on 1740 Rkm on BG section of
Northeast Frontier Railway. A new and improved
ACD software version is under
implementation to take care of unwarranted brakings, loco ACD restarts, frequent thefts of mid
section repeaters etc. It has not been found suitable for Automatic, Electrified and multiple line
sections.

6.3

Train Protection Warning System (TPWS) – ETCS Level 1
Two pilot projects for implementation of European Train Control System Level 1 have been
completed on Indian Railways. Eurobalises with standard interfacing telegram structure
communicating to the On Board computer for giving necessary inputs to Driver Machine
Interface(DMI) and Brake interface have been deployed. The system has been found useful in
prevention of SPAD due to human error and has continuous speed supervision. Enforcement of
Permanent Speed Restrictions has also been done.
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Details of TPWS pilot projects are as under:6.3.1 Chennai-Gummidipundi Section on Southern Railway
This is a 50 RKm Automatic Signalling section. On Board equipments have been provided on 41
rakes of EMUs plying in suburban section. Performance Availability of 98% has been achieved.
Usefulness of the system has been appreciated by the motormen driving the EMUs.
6.3.2 Nizammuddin-Agra Section on Northern/North Central Railways
This is a 200 Km section where On Board equipments have been provided on 35 main line
Electric Locomotives (WAP 7). Commercial trials are in progress on important nominated
trains running in the section. Performance availability of upto 94% has been achieved. Work of
provision of infill balises is in progress which is likely to be completed over the next six months.
6.3.3. TPWS works in Automatic Signalling section on 3330 Km have been approved covering
EMUs/MEMUs and main line locomotives. In the first phase, provision of TPWS in 1870 RKm
suburban section is planned to be rolled out.
6.4 Train Collision Avoidance System(TCAS)
6.4.1 Major problems noticed in ACD are its dependence on GPS for location, error in Deviation Count
Theory resulting in wrong track ID, need for a large number of repeaters and a single vendor
system.
6.4.2 TCAS incorporates train collision functionality of ACD and ATP functions as available in train
protection system. Specification is to Open standards and multiple vendors shall be able to
develop the system.
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6.4.3 Proof of concept trials have been successfully conducted between two stations and two trains
one goods and and other passenger under different field scenarios and has been cleared for long
term trials on a stretch of 250 km on one of the Zonal Railways.
6.4.4 Uses RFID for track ID and inputs from existing speedometer with GPS as a Standby
arrangement.
6.4.5 Has Facility to display aspect of signal in the Cab from a distance of about a 3 Km and has speed
control and SPAD functionality. Presently system has been designed to display the next aspect
in the direction of travel and the distance to travel to 'Red' Signal.
6.4.6 Duplex Display UHF communication from station to train and loco to loco (in case of an
emergency) has been provided. After successful long term extended trials under complex train
operations, this system is planned to be provided in Absolute Block Signalling sections.
6.5

European Train Control System Level 2 (ETCS Level 2)
It can be either installed as a green field project or as an upgrade on the lines equipped with
ETCS Level 1. The latter case allows reuse of the existing equipment as a back up for ETCS
Level 2 which is very relevant in the case of Indian Railways which has a mixed traffic pattern.
No line side Signalling may be needed. On Board transmission of track side information is
continuously done by radio connection between Radio Block Centre (RBC) and the train. RBC is
linked to the Signalling Interlocking systems (Electronic Interlocking) which are
interconnected on OFC having redundancy. There are no ETCS Level 2 implementation
without CTC.
Interfacing RBC with Relay based interlocking is a major challenge as relay interlocking would
have to an RBC failsafe interface to be designed and validated to SIL 4.
GSM-R is the transmission system for radio connection between track side and On Board
elements. Radio sends a Movement Authority (MA) and any necessary information to every
train. Balises are used for fixed messages as spot transmission elements for localisation
reference. Train detection and train verification functions are carried out by existing signalling
equipment and not by ETCS. A Level 2 equipped train can by default also run seamlessly only
on Level 1 equipped lines.
On Indian Railways, presently GSM-R is existing on 1725 Rkm. To meet ETCS Level 2
requirements, 19 spot frequencies ( 4MHz) of GSM-R would be needed as against 8(1.6 MHz)
presently available. GSM-R, CTC, continuous track circuiting, Automatic Signalling and
Electronic Interlocking would be in place on a continuous stretch of 400 Km in GhaziabadKanpur section of North Central Railway in the near future.

6.6

European Train Control System (ETCS)
Effect on Line Capacity study conducted by UIC has revealed that ETCS Level 1 has almost no
effect on capacity of Automatic Signalling as is already existing whereas ETCS Level 2 can
increase capacity by 30 to 40% using optimised block length.
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6.7

Communication Based Train Control (CBTC)
Broad requirements for CBTC as defined in IEEE Standard:
• Train Location :High precision determination of train location, independent of track
circuits
• Train to Wayside Communications: Continuous, bi-directional RF communications
between train and wayside, to permit transfer of control and status data significantly
more than is possible with other systems
• Safety :Vital train-borne and wayside processors provide continuous Automatic Train
Protection (ATP)
• Optional back-up systems :Independent train detection (e.g. axle counters) may be used for
failure management strategies

In a CBTC based system, the train calculates its
position by an onboard odometer referenced to a
stored line map. The train position is transmitted
to the Central Control via radio (wireless radio
unit). Thus, the central control computer has
exact positions of all the trains on the system. The
Central Computer advises a target distance to the
trains, who then on receiving this information,
calculate the train's target speed. ATP regulates
train speed accordingly. There is no requirement
of track circuits or line side signals in CBTC
working. In CBTC implementations in green field
areas, no track circuits are provided. In case,
CBTC is to be implemented on existing systems
already having track circuits/ signals, CBTC
systems work as an overlay over the CLS system which works as a fallback.
Communication Based Train Control with Moving Block System for Mumbai Suburban Section has
been recommended in the Headway Improvement Study commissioned by MRVC to significantly
increase the carrying capacity of the system by reducing the headway to less than 2 minutes.
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Standardisation Actions Taken (IEC PT 62773)
Tetsunori Hattori
RTRI, Japan
Telecom Session - II (15.10 - 15.30 hrs.)
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Kapsch Carrier Com vision of GSM-R IP
Migration Steps
Alexander Tsytsura
Head of Customer Solution Management,
Railways, KAPSCH CARRIER COMM
Telecom Session - III (17.05 - 17.25)

ABSTRACT
Kapsch CarrierCom is a global supplier and leading independent system integrator of
telecommunication solutions for railway operators and providers of access, core and
transmission networks. With 70,000 track-kilometres covered by our GSM-R (GSMRailway) solutions, Kapsch CarrierCom has expanded its customer base, and its technology is
now present in multiple markets around the world. With new innovative concepts and
technical solutions, Kapsch CarrierCom, as the GSM-R world leader, is making a significant
contribution to the increasing demands of mobility.
As an active member of GSM-R Industry Group deeply engaged in standards definition,
GSM-R evolution and innovation process, Kapsch CarrierCom will expose during the
conference the main facts related to current GSM-R market and technology status from a
standpoint of railway communication technology evolution.On this basis, Kapsch
CarrierCom will highlight key steps of the evolution path towards full IP based Railway
telecom standard.
Accordingly, the presentation will underline that GSM-R technology is adopted world-wide
today as the mission-critical technology of choice for Railways. Numerous countries around
the Globe are currently implementing or planning to implement GSM-R in coming years,
making this technology a long-term communication baseline for Railways, till 2025 and
beyond.
The successor technology is yet to be defined in coming years. This definition must be driven
by Railways, under UIC leadership, to secureintroduction of next technology fully
compliantwith Railways needs, and to guarantee both full feature parity and system
sustainability in line with Railways life cycles.While the selection process is on-going, the
trend towards IP migration is clearly visible today and will remain, irrespective of access
technology evolution.
Leveraging its long term experience in Railway communication system development, Kapsch
CarrierCom will give its vision of GSM-R solution migration driven by the evolution
path.Several steps are identified to move from a classical GSM-R network towards full GSMR packet network, some of which, like all-IP voice core, are reality today. Leading GSM-R
innovation, Kapsch CarrierCom will highlight its solid roadmap to full-IP GSM-R
architecture while looking into future radio access technology,focused on Railway needs.
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Future Radio based Mobile Telecom System Solution
for Efficient Train Operations
Alvin Lam
Motorola, Singapore
Telecom Session - III (17.45 - 18.05)

BIOGRAPHY
Alvin Lim
Business Development Manager, Asia Pacific
Enterprise Mobility Solutions
Motorola Electronics Pte Ltd
Alvin currently spearheads the business development in the transportation industry for
Motorola's digital trunked system business.
Prior to joining Motorola in 1999, Alvin has been actively involved in the business
development and management of large infrastructure projects. Alvin's work experience
includes product development, systems engineering, project management, project
financing and business development.
Alvin holds a Bachelor in Engineering and MBA from the National University of
Singapore. He is based in Singapore.
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GSM-R Evolution towards IP
Robert SARFATI
Operators’ Group Chairman, ETSI Technical Committee Rail Chairman
Telecom Session - III (18.05 - 18.25)
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Taiwan High Speed rail Corporation
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IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

4.

RTRI

Railway Technical Research Institute, Japan
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GPRS

General Packet Radio Services
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UBTZ

UlaanBataar Railway, Mongolia

7.

IP

Internet Protocol
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KRNA

Korean (South) Rail Network Authority
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CBTC

Communication Based Train Control

10.

ETCS

European Train Control System

11.

CTCS

Chinese Train Control system
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ATACS

Advanced Train Administration and Telecom systems

13.

PTC

Positive Train Control

14.

CRSCD

China national railway Signal and Communication Corporation
Department

15.
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Train Collision Avoidance System
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VSAT

Very Small satellite Aperture System

17.

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

18.

SBB

Swiss Federal Railway

19.
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European Radio Implementers Group
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Technology and Applications of
Chinese Train Control System Level 3 （CTCS-3）
Zhang Zhihui
CESCD, China
Signalling Session - I (09.20 - 09.40 hrs.)
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Satisfaction of JR Specific Requirements by
ATACS system
Hashimoto
JR East
Signalling Session - I (09.40 - 10.00 hrs.)
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Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
Mahesh Mangal
Sr. Executive Director, Signal, RDSO
Day - 2 : Signalling Session - I (10.00 - 10.20 hrs.)

ABSTRACT
Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) is meant to provide protection by preventing trains to pass
signal at Danger (Red), excessive speed over turnouts / Speed restrictions and to avoid the situation
where more than one train are on the same track leading to imminent collision. It also provides
assistance to Loco Pilots by means of real-time display of signal aspects in Loco Pilot's cab.
It is based on the determination of location of Trains through distance traversed from RFID tags
installed on track and transmission of signalling related information from Stationary Unit such as
Station Interlocking. The train unit carries out speed supervision according to movement authority,
target distance, braking characteristics and section parameters. The Stationary Units shall also
disseminate the information of trains to all other trains in vicinity through radio signals. The
information is used to determine whether unsafe situation has resulted, in which case brake
application is necessitated. In such cases, if the Crew has either failed to initiate brake application or
is not in position to do so automatic brake application shall take place. It also provides other features
such Auto & Manual generation of SOS from Station as well as train.
The system uses full duplex radio operating in UHF range with 19.2 kbps baud rate both at
Locomotive and Trains for communication. The information is refreshed every 2-second timeframe.
RFID Tags shall carry out localization of train and facility for distance recalibration. It uses GPS /
GNSS receiver for system synchronization and as fallback for Location determination. Provision has
been made to upgrade the system to interface with SBAS – GAGAN system to provide higher
positional accuracy.
Interfacing with Station Interlocking / Mid-Section Interlocked LC Gates / IBS is made to extract the
signalling related information such as aspect of the signals, condition of Block Section, BPAC,
berthing tracks etc. The Stationary Unit antenna shall have wider communication range. There
would be provision of connecting various Stationary TCAS units additionally through OFC which
shall enable exchange of information of occupancy of track in between them.
Loco Equipment senses the train speed through the pulses generated from on-board Tachometer. The
Locomotive unit shall have interfacing to the Braking System for application of brakes when needed.
The system has the feature of performing Manual Brake Test to determine the braking characteristics
of the train, thereby eliminating the need for loco pilot to enter these details. The system also carries
out 'Auto Brake Test' when the train senses change in its configuration such as substantial change in
train length measured by this system. There is provision of avoiding Brake Test at locations such as
Neutral Sections, bridges, gradients, station yards etc. The system also considers the gradient of the
section during the application of braking. The methodology of determination of train length is based
on transmission of time stamps of events of sequential traversal of track circuits. The utilization of
communication channel would be higher resulting in high communication throughput. Even if the
signalling information is not received from the Stationary TCAS units, depending upon detection of
two trains occupying the same track to cause collision like situation, protection by automatic brake
application shall take place. The Technology Demonstration through Concept Field Trial has been
conducted jointly by RDSO and M/s HBL, Hyderabad in Oct-2012 in Secunderabad Division of South
Central Railway.
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Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
Mahesh Mangal
Sr. Executive Director, Signal, RDSO

Worldwide train drivers are getting support of Automatic Train Protection (ATP) systems. Indian
Railways have also introduced these systems on their network. ETCS Level-1, being proven
technology, has been provided as pilot projects on two sections and one metro rail of Indian Railway
(IR) network.
ATP systems provide 'Movement Authority' to Loco Pilots for further travel. ETCS Level-1 updates
the Movement Authority through on passage over the track mounted ballises and thus suffer from not
being able to continuously update the movement authority. This severely affects operational
efficiency in case of delayed clearance of signals. It also causes undue stalling of freight trains at times.
Moreover, it allows the trains to pass at release speed even at Signals at Danger (Red), which also is an
area of concern.
There are certain peculiar requirements for Indian Railway. IR network is mostly composed of large
number of independent small control centers with individual interlocking distributed widespread.
Moreover, due to demographical and other reasons, there is still very large number of mid-section
level crossing gates interlocked with signals between stations. These factors at times contribute
delayed clearance of signals. There are varieties of braking characteristics on IR with substantially
larger brake establishment timings. The need to feed braking characteristics would become a
cumbersome exercise for Loco Drivers on IR.
Apart from ETCS Level-1, IR has an indigenous product Anti-Collision Device, deployed in field
through a Pilot Project. It is independent of Railway Signalling and is based on protection derived
through determination of train location through GPS. It is a non-SIL product but greatly reduces the
probability of train collisions. Indian Railways have suffered couple of accidents in which a train on
double line collided with another derailed train under infringement. ACD has capabilities to reduce
the probability and impact of such accident by reducing the speeds of approaching trains in vicinity.
Based upon above experiences, Indian Railways have also taken up indigenous development of an
ATP system – called as Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) through its Research Designs &
Standards Organisation (RDSO). It has been designed in a manner to overcome the shortcomings of
ETCS Level-1 TCAS is meant to provide protection by preventing trains to pass signal at Danger
(Red), excessive speed over turnouts / Speed restrictions and to avoid the situation of collision in which
more than one trains are on the same track, in case operation are not able to control so. Unlike Europe,
IR network has uniformity in the indications conveyed by various signal aspects. Thus, TCAS has
been designed to also provide assistance to Loco Pilots by means of real-time display of signal aspects
in Loco Pilot's cab, apart from Movement Authority.
It is based on the determination of location of Trains through distance traversed from RFID tags
installed on track and transmission of signalling related information from Stationary Unit such as
Station Interlocking. The train unit shall deduce its 'Movement Authority' i.e. distance to the
approaching signal at Red and 'Target Speed' for 'Target Distance'. The Stationary Unit shall also
disseminate the information of trains to all other trains in vicinity through radio signals. The
information is used to determine whether unsafe situation has resulted, in which brake application is
necessitated, but the Crew has either failed to do so or is not in position to do so. In such case,
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automatic brake application shall take place. It has got other features too such as facility of Auto &
Manual generation of SOS from Station as well as train.
It uses full duplex radio operating in UHF range with 19.2 kbps bandwidth both at Locomotive and
Trains. The information is refreshed every 2-second timeframe. RFID Tags shall additionally provide
facility for distance recalibration. It uses GPS / GNSS receiver for timing information and as fallback
to Location determination. Provision has been kept to upgrade the system with Indian Satellite Based
Augmentation System (SBAS) – GAGAN system to provide more positional accuracy. Interfacing with
Station Interlocking / Mid-Section Interlocked LC Gates / IBS is made to extract the signalling related
information such as aspect of the signals, condition of Block Section, Status of Block Proving Axle
Counter (BPAC), berthing tracks etc. The Stationary Unit antenna shall have wider coverage. There
would be provision of connecting various Stationary TCAS units additionally through OFC which
shall enable exchange of information of occupancy of track in between them. Loco Equipment senses
the train speed through the pulses generated from existing Tachometer. The Locomotive unit shall
have interfacing to existing Braking System for application of brakes when needed. There is
mechanism of carrying out 'Manual Brake Test' to know the braking characteristics of train, instead of
making driver to feed the configuration, which at times does not result in accurate braking. The 'Auto
Brake Test' also is carried out in case the train senses change in its configuration by means of such as
substantial change in train length. There is provision of avoiding Brake Test at locations such as
Neutral Sections, bridges, gradients, station yards etc. There is also provision of accounting for
gradient also during braking at least in crude manner. The methodology of determination of train
length is accurate since it uses transmission of time stamps of events of sequential traversal of track
circuits. Instead of using RBCs and specific additional communication network, it has been presently
envisaged to use TDMA with dynamic access of mobile Locomotive units. The utilization of
communication channel is also therefore higher resulting in high communication throughput. There
are logics to determine the occupancy of same track by more than one train without using signalling
information to provide the protection even in case signalling information is not available to provide
this protection. This fulfills specific need for this type of protection on IR.
Demonstration of Technology through Field Concept Trial has been conducted jointly by RDSO and
M/s HBL, Hyderabad in Oct-2012 in Secunderabad Division of SC Railway. The results of these joint
trials have been quite encouraging. Further development with multi-vendor environment is under
progress to finalize the product.
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Situation in Europe, Towards a New Generation
of Interlocking - INESS
Piero Petruccioli
Senior Advisor CCS / ERTMS
Signalling Session - II (11.00 - 11.20 hrs.)
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Performance of Electronic Interlocking Enabling
the Integration into the JR Future Train Control
Hideyuki Katsushima
Manager, Electrical Engineering Department, JR-West
Signalling Session - II (12.10 - 12.30)

PROFILE
Hideyuki Katsushima is engaged for construction planning of electrical
facilities in the Electrical Engineering Department in the JR-West. He is
making an effort to keep the regular condition and increase the safety
level of the electrical facilities.
In this presentation, he introduces the outline and development history
of the “Block Module Electronic Interlocking System Optimized for Small
Station,” through the experience of develop the first one as a project
leader when he was sent on loan to our subsidiary, Tetsuden co. ltd.

Oct 2010
Jun 2009
Jun 2006
Apr 1991

Manager, Electrical Engineering Department, JR-West
General manager of Technical Department,
Tetsuden co. ltd. (JR-West's subsidiary)
Head of maintenance centre of electrical facilities in Tokuyama
Join in the JR-West

(Education)
Mar 1991
Master's degree of electrical engineering,
Graduate School of Osaka City University
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Application and Development of Chinese Train
Control Systems (CTCS) for High-Speed Railway
Mo Zhisong
PRC Ministry of Railways, China
Signalling Session - III (14.00 - 14.20)
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Migration of Lineside Telephony to IP Call Control
for a Major European Railway Infrastructure
Company: Field Testing and Findings
Minhaj Zia
Vice President, Collaboration Sales, Cisco India & SAARC
Signalling Session - III (15.10 - 15.30 hrs.)

BIOGRAPHY
As Vice President, Collaboration Sales, Minhaj's mandate is to drive
adoption of Cisco's Unified Communication solutions across India &
SAARC. He works closely with Cisco India sales leaders in devising the
UC strategy, and oversees its execution nationwide through direct and
virtual teams. Since joining Cisco in 2006, he has played a leadership
role in growing revenue from the UC business by over 100%.
With over 12 years of experience in Enterprise Communication
Solution, his core strengths lie in ensuring high revenue growth through
targeted sales activities. He also counts Product Management, Training, and Team
Management among his core competencies.
His career path has a strong sales leadership focus, and has seen him work with prominent
brands in India such as Avaya Global Connect Limited as Business Development Manager, as
well as with Al-Futtaim Telecom, the exclusive Middle East partners of Alcatel Business
Systems.
Minhaj has completed his B.Tech, specialising in Electronics and Telecommunications,
followed by a PG Diploma in Marketing Management from Symbiosis, Pune.
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Migration of Lineside Telephony to IP Call Control
for a Major European Railway Infrastructure
Company: Field Testing and Findings
Minhaj Zia
Vice President, Collaboration Sales, Cisco India & SAARC
Day - 2 : Signalling Session - III (15.10 - 15.30 hrs.)

ABSTRACT
As railway infrastructure providers embark on the migration of telecommunications services
to modern, Internet Protocol (IP) architectures, consideration must given to the question:
“What assets must be replaced now?” Typically, the cost to replace analogue signal post
telephones (SPTs) that are connected by several km of copper wire is significant.
Often, the risk of copper cable theft is considered negligible, or the cost to provision 24 or 48V
DC electricity to power a modern, IP SPT at a remote site is prohibitive. Keeping the analogue
SPT is often a good option, as long as these SPTs can easily be integrated into modern IP call
control systems.
Cisco’s presentation will provide insights on the field--‐ testing of analogue SPTs connected
to 10km of copper wire at the customer site, driven by our new VG350 voice gateway product.
The VG350 converts the analogue signals to IP, whereupon they can be transmitted in the IP
packet network to an IP call control cluster (Cisco Communications Manager) and routed to
the phones in the signalling control centre.
For greenfield deployments, and where electricity is readily available on site, IP SPTs
connected to a single Ethernet cable providing both packet transmission and power over
Ethernet (PoE) from a nearby industrial Ethernet switch will be explained.
Finally, the presentation will highlight the benefits to be gained from the replacement of
legacy analogue PBX systems, and the migration of telephony services to a modern, IP call
control cluster.
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Traffic Management System
High Density Traffic Conditions
Hiroyuki Hara
Chief Engineer (S&T)
Rail Systems Group, Hitachi India Pvt. Ltd.
Day - 2 : Signalling Session - III (15.30 - 16.00 hrs.)

ABSTRACT
Enhancing the efficiency of railway operation is indispensable for railway operator in order to
cater for the ever increasing traffic demand for public transportation. Hitachi’s
comprehensive TMS provides the optimum solution for each railway operator’s needs.
Starting from basic Train Describer function, Hitachi TMS covers Time table planning
system that generates conflict free timetable, Train graph (TG) that enables real-time replanning on the timetable. Under high density traffic conditions, operator need very precise
and prompt action. TG can support the operator to re-plan the timetable. Additionally our
TMS enable the automatic route setting (ARS) based on timetable. ARS can make possible
precise train control. In addition ARS reduces the workload of the operator and increases the
efficiency resulting in enhancement of line capacity. It also covers Management Information
System (MIS) that helps in reporting the performance reports and Decision support such as
Automatic train rescheduling for smooth recovery from unexpected traffic disruption. Apart
from these, it also consists of several subsystems like Crew management system, Rolling
stock management system and maintenance support system, etc. In addition, adaptive
interface with other systems is another important feature. It can interwork with Passenger
Information System (PIS), Power SCADA, Train radio, Online rolling stock monitoring
system and so on. Hitachi TMS acts as an integrated data HUB of railway operation. It
distributes the information to the person who requires it, e.g. Section controller, Station staff,
train driver, as well as passengers. It is a well-established highly-automated system taking
care of fleet and traffic management all the way through to the maintenance depot. It is a
highly scalable system which is managing some of the world’s busiest railway network like
Tokyo, and can do for Delhi as well.
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Implementation and Migration Strategy to
Radio/Satellite Signalling starting from
ETCS Level 1 system
Francesco Inzirillo
Signalling Session - IV (16.30 - 16.50 hrs.)

PROFILE
Degree in Electronic Engineering, extensive experience of managing
new product development and process improvement. Actually Sales
Director in MerMec Group SpA.
During my career I have developed ERTMS/ETCS for several
projects in Europe and in the world and in many cases I had to deal
with the issues of migration systems.
These the milestones of my career:
From June 2012 employed at MerMecSpA as Director of Sales 1996-2012, Employed by
Ansaldo Signal then AnsaldoSTS
•
•
•
•
•

•

Responsible for all market of the commercial development of products
Responsible for ERTMS/ETCS projects
Responsible for the development of products related to On Board System
Product Manager for BTM-ANTENNA
Fail Safe design Architecture for railway System and Real Time DSP SW development
platform hosted Fail Safe
Analysis of rail signalling systems engineering for pilot lines
HW SW development for Real Time module for the acquisition and processing RF
signals
Safety related Software Engineering with formal methods for commercial and
proprietary boards
SW development decoding algorithms Eurobalise Telegrams

•
•

1992 ÷ 1996 employed by Marconi SpA, with responsibility for developing equipment
for transmitting data at high speed
Real Time SW development for high speed communications for ATM systems
Development of HW interface to capture high frequency signals

•
•
•
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Implementation and Migration Strategy to
Radio/Satellite Signalling starting from
ETCS Level 1 system
Francesco Inzirillo
Signalling Session - IV (16.30 - 16.50 hrs.)

ABSTRACT
The radio communication and satellite tracking will always have greater weight in signalling
systems. Now is necessary to in vesta lot of money to get the correct radio or satellite coverage needed
for signalling systems.
The world of signalling must be very pragmatic, reliable and cost-effective solutions are needed.
It is expected that most futuristic solutions in the railway sector will be applicable on a large scale in
the next years but in the mean time we need to implement the best solutions in terms of migration
capabilities and up gradability.
Until now solutions with the use of satellite systems have been designed only for freight lines or for
lines with a high headway. Signalling solutions targeting a mixed traffic line (passengers and freight),
where passenger traffic represents a very significant proportion, need to be reliable to ensure a proper
headway. In these cases the costs cannot be disjoint from performances.
Consequently, the right compromise might be to focus on systems that can be easily upgraded. From
our point of view, the best solution is to focus on ATP/ATC based on ERTMS which is nowan accepted
standard worldwide.
The India railway network, like other countries that are expanding their coverage of ATP/ATC
systems on their network railway, could be a good example of what we are discussing. Currently there
is no large-scale system ATP and even adequate radio coverage. The only way really viable is to
proceed with the implementation of system ERTMS/ETCSLevel 1 like.
This solution is immediately available and well-proven and allow to seta migration path based on
satellite tracking and radio connections.
In the case then the railway should migrate to systems based on satellite localization and/or radio
signalling systems, then we will have to consider all the possible choices of backup that can
compensate lack of links with satellites and/or with radio network.
BASIC PRINCIPLES
The correct determination of the deployment strategy is of fundamental importance for economic and
technical efficiency. The new system should be introduced in a possibly short time and efficient
manner. In this case efficiency means that signalling deployment must be harmonized with
infrastructure and fleet development and modernization.
ERTMS/ ETCS is the signalling system better specified and structured in the world. It is designed to
simplify the evolutions and allow the coexistence between different levels(Level 1,Level 2,and Level
3).
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In this scenario the best solution from the point of view of MerMecis to use existing technology able to
natively allow migration towards radio-based signalling systems. ETCS in this case provides a
complete solution very flexible and easy to implement.
Another important point that has recorded much in Europe in the degree of complexity of the
migration is the type of existing ATP system from which to go to ETCS. Have very different systems
and incompatible with the ETCS has often complicated the process and the number of devices to be
installed on board trains and along the line. In Europe we have many of these examples.
We will see later what are the conditions which must betaken into care to reduce migration time but
also maintain an efficient and without interruptions.
Also the security aspects and the certification must be taken into consideration because cooperate in
the definition efficiency and low cost of the chosen solution.
MIGRATION STRATEGY
A migration to be effective must be related at the evaluation of its associated costs.
If the starting point of migration is a system that is not compatible with ETCS means that will have to
be provided for the coexistence of the starting and arrival system. This means you need systems along
the line and duplicate systems On Board trains. This is what has happened so far in Europe.
Build a solution that has ETCS L1 as the first step would make the process much faster and would not
need to have radio coverage immediately. All this makes sense especially if it is a greenfield project.
The process could be even more leaner and quicker especially if it is adopted implementation
strategies in line with the final solution. For example in the case of solution ETCS L1 inside of the
telegrams of the balises predict in the design phase of the solution information suitable for future
solutions. This means, for example, in the design phase have in mind will be structure dasa network
for the management of higher levels (Level 2 and/or Level 3) and insert in the balises telegrams the
address of the RBC that will to be introduced in the future.
In case of line-specific interlocking (blocks) the final conditions have to be created after reconstruction.
The renewal and relocation of traditional track side equipment implicates an expensive solution. All
block signals remain in their original places in the transitional period (this will also as a useful backu
pin case of malfunction).
The “virtual” blocks required with regard to the new upper ETCS level2/3/other system can be created
along with line renewal.
This method reduces the building costs of the infrastructure and the final performance of line can be
reached in a shorter time.
Another aspect that determines the cost of the introduction of the system is related to the amount of
civil works to be performed and the number of cables to be used.
While it is economically important to centralize as much as possible the interlocking with field devices
capable of driving the balises together with the other traditional components, on the other hand it is
desirable to have LEU systems easily usable even if located far from the stations. All in order to reduce
costs.
The method is applied in several railway companies in Europe and only damage to the outdoor parts
and cables of the new interlocking entails risk of danger which can however be avoided with orderly
work.
Further costs can be cut if the new interlocking is built to cover a large zone and not by stations. The
central control unit of the equipment could practically be built in the biggest station and only the
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control interfaces of the outdoor elements have to be built in the neighbouring smaller stations.
It is easy to understand that the ERTMS system can be really efficient if it is available in a connected
structure, possibly on a whole line or on a part of network. The modern vehicle fleet of the railway
undertakings can also be utilized the best in this way.
International analyses and examples prove that the introduction of class A systems has a capacity
increasing effect, just as any increase in track velocity.
The On Board systems must necessarily be the most possible standard so that they can easily be
upgraded without increasing the stops already scheduled for routine maintenance.
For instance. If is desired a DMI "non-standard" (ad hoc) to ensure that the “owner” of the On Board
system to be able to upgrade without having to make hardware changes.
MIGRATION IMPLEMENTATION
We propose the followingstrategy shouldavoid anyreduction in the efficiencyof the line, and any kind
of interruptionof its services.
Obviously, it is assumed that the designof the linewas made inorder to considerthe minimum
requirementsfor the futureupgrade.
So starting from a configuration where the ETCS Level 1 was installed and running it should proceed
as follows:


introduction of GSM-R network



Eventual updating of the On Board System



Introducing RBC



activation of sections of the line.



Benefits havinga Backup

Introduction of GSM-R network
It is to realize the whole communication network suitable for the transfer of radio information to and
from the train. This would have the appropriate characteristics of coverage and may be verified and
validated without having to interrupt the service of the line. Can be performed in parallel with other
activities.
Eventual updating of the On Board System
Taking advantage of scheduled rolling stocks stops for routine maintenance it will eventually update
the On Board Systems adding any missing parts. For example it may happen that an On Board system
designed for ETCS Level 1 lines may not be equipped with the Mobile Terminal. This update will
carried out trains fit to run using ETCS L2/L3. The On Board System in trains so equipped will require
validation only for the added parts. This will require a validation of the On Board generic application
and for the On Board specific application for each family of rolling stock.
Introducing RBC
The introduction of the RBC in terms of civil works design and interactions with interlocking can be
done in parallel with other activities and these activities have no impact and are certainly not in the
critical path.
Change the scenario when we need to proceed with the verification and validation of interactions
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between RBC and interlocking systems. This step, however, belongs to the next stage.
Activation of sections of the line.
Once operations have been carried out in the previous points will move to the activation of line
sections. It is the heart of the migration and is the most critical point.
This process will be more transparent and will not cause impacts to service the more it will be foreseen
in the design phase of the line to place in telegrams information concerning the RBC of competence.
Otherwise you will have to carry out a reconfiguration of the encoder (LEU), which however is not a
particularly onerous. In this case you will have to pay more attention in the activation phase of the line
because you will be tested carefully to ensure that existing information did not change after the
upgrade.
Benefits havinga Backup
This type of scenario offered the possibility, in case of fault in the radio network having a backup based
on ETCS L1, to reach highvalues of availability of the line with evident advantages for the service
provided that it does not provide any stop.
Moreover, this type of strategy is not required to upgrade to ETCS L2/L3 quickly. Also the validation
of the solution would not be stressed and is based on a system ETCS L1 for which you can reuse what
has been done in terms of validation.
The suggested approach provides harmonization that can be extended over time without being in
opposition with the principles expressed.This is because it preserves the safety of the line and there
are no interruptions of the service and all operations are conducted in parallel depending on of the
available budget.
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Fast Migration of SBB network to
ETCS Level 1 using Limited Supervision Mode
Sven Adomeit
Siemens AG
System Engineer ETCS Expert
Signalling Session - IV (16.50 - 17.10 hrs.)

ABSTRACT
Issue:
The speech will address the initial goals and strategy of the SBB project to migrate to ETCS
Level 1 Limited Supervision providing both interoperability and simplified network access
for operators, will show the project preparation and the intended and ongoing execution of the
project with examples.

Objectives:
The speech shows, on base the example of the SBB project, that thoroughly made planning
and strategies combined with extensive pre-studies allows not only to initiate and proceed
with a fast network wide rollout of ETCS Level 1 Limited Supervision but also with
considerable benefits such as cost reductions at the same time.
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Siemens AG
System Engineer ETCS Expert
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Fast Migration of SBB network to
ETCS Level 1 using Limited Supervision Mode

Safety & Quality of Service for a
Satellite-based Train Control System
Remi Rovira
Signalling Session - IV (17.30 - 17.50 hrs.)

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Graduated from Civil Work and Mastered in Computer Sciences, Mr Remi Rovirastarted his
career in Avionics industry on Flight Control System development. Then he moved to
Automotive Industry occupying various positions in Chassis and Powertrain Embedded
System development. He joined Alstom Transport in 1998 as Manager of Automatic Train
Control department and he is now in charge of Engineering in India.

ABSTRACT
During last decade, ALSTOM Transport gains a leading position in Signalling and control
traffic for rail applications in Europe and invests a lot in investigating new technologies, and
in particular the introduction of satellite positioning technology (GNSS: Global Navigation
Satellite System) for safety-critical train control applications. Major technological steps have
been achieved in this domain through intensive internal R&D activities but also by
participating actively in collaborative programs at European level (ESA and EC funded
projects).Main innovation resides in the adaptation of the most advanced positioning
algorithms to the railway needs allowing a safe positioning (CENELEC SIL-4 Standard)
using the signals provided by the constellation of GPS (Global Positioning System),
GLONASS (Russian equivalent), EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay
System) and imminent GALILEO. The new products will replace those existing technologies
to decrease the cost of the signalling solution and provides customers with new services like
goods tracking/tracing, fleet management or energy management. GNSS based products
evolve from an odometry sensor until absolute positioning and train integrity supervision,
contributing significantly to an increase in performance and a life cycle cost reduction of the
onboard and infrastructure equipments.
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Name of the Exhibitor

:

G.G.Tronics India Private Limited

(written on Stall)

:

G.G.Tronics India Private Limited, Bengaluru

Address

:

Plot No : 10, 6th Main, Peenya 3rd Phase,

Name required for Fascia

Peenya Industrial Area, Bengaluru - 560058
Contact Person

:

Mr. N Manjunath

Designation

:

Managing Director

Phone No

:

080-28372449, 28372450, 28372451

Fax Nos.

:

080-28372387

Email

:

info@ggtronics.com,

Website

:

www.ggtronics.com

Organization Profile:
G.G.Tronics India Pvt. Ltd. is situated in Silicon Valley of India, Bengaluru and involved in Design,
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation of Electronic Safety Embedded Systems for Railway
Transport sector. Products includes Single & Multi Section Digital Axle Counter SSDAC / MSDAC for
track section, Approach Train operated warning system for Railway level crossing, Integrated
Passenger Information system True color and many etc. G.G.Tronics is ISO 9001:2008 certified and
approved by RDSO, Ministry of Railways, Government of India. The signaling products meet
stringent Cenelec 501xx safety standards. G.G.Tronics is equipped with 50000 sq.ft area state of the
art technology manufacturing setup under one roof including In-House Embedded System R&D,
Electronic manufacturing setup with leaded and SMT component technology, sheet metal works and
world class level testing / reliability analysis lab.
Products to be displayed(USIC-2013):
1)

Train Collision Avoidance System – “TCAS-G112”

2)

True Color Integrated Passenger Information System – “IPIS TC-G112”

Train Collision Avoidance System – “TCAS-G112”
TCAS-G112 is a 2x 2oo2 microcontroller based fail safe system preventing Head-on collision, Rear end
collision, Side collision and Signal passing at Danger (SPAD). G112 prevents train roll Back/Forward
& Reverse movement. TCAS generates Save Our Souls - A distress message under emergency. TCAS
generates Train Parted/Jumbled message under train parting or jumbling situations. TCAS delivers 3
different kind of braking commands named as Normal, Full service and Emergency Brake command.
TCAS applies the brake to the locomotive according to its brake distance curve. The system supports
multi vendor interoperability with universal features. Third party Verification and Validation of
TCAS-G112 system will be done for all configurations complying to CENELEC SIL-4 level.
True Color Integrated Passenger Information System – “IPIS TC-G112”
IPIS System Designed & Developed with reference to RDSO Specification No :
RDSO/SPN/TC/67/2012 REV 3.0
System consists of Central Data controller, Platform Data Controller, True color Display Boards at
different sizes & input signals to CCTV and Audio Announcement system. Display's Train Number,
Name of Train, Expected Train, Arrival/Departure of Trains and Platform Number for multiple trains
at a time on IVD & OVD Boards. IVD & OVD shall displays the commercials, entertainment programs
and other information for passengers.
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Bitcomm Technologies Private Limited
(A Group company of RT Vision Technologies P Ltd)
B-58, Sector-4, Noida – 201301 (U.P.)
INDIA
Telephone: +91-120-4135234
Fax: +91-120-4277739
Website: www.bitcommtechnologies.com
CEO: Mr Rajinder Mohan
Contact Person: Mr Madhab Shil
Email: madhab.shil@bitcommtechnologies.com
Products / Solutions Profile:


Dark Fiber Monitoring Solution (Backhaul / Long haul Network)



Active Fiber Monitoring Solution



PON Monitoring Solution (FTTx Network)



GIS based NMS



Customised Software Development

Company Profile:
Bitcomm Technologies Private Limited (Bitcomm) is a group company of RT Vision Technologies P
Ltd which was formed in year 2011 comprising of group of engineers, professionals and technologists
having vast experience in IT, Telecom and Railway Signalling and Telecommunication area to provide
solutions in GIS based network management solutions for TELCOs, Indian Railways, Defence etc.
Bitcomm's vision is to provide reliable, safe, most efficient, cost effective and environment friendly
solutions to customers.
Bitcomm also provides consulting services which offers full life cycle software and hardware
development and engineering services to independent, software vendors, OEMs , solution Integrators
, internet service providers, small and mid size technology companies.
Bitcomm has in-house R&D centre for product /solution development, software development, software
customisation as per customer needs and team to provide maintenance services after solution is
deployed in the field.
Bitcomm has technical collaboration with few foreign companies to use world class and cost effective
products while providing solutions to customers.
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GIS based Optical Fiber Management Solution
Madhab S. Shil
Technical Head – Embedded & Optical Fibre at Bitcomm Technologies Private Ltd.
(A RT Vision Technologies P Ltd. - Group Company)

Ratan Saha
Technical Head – GIS and Network Management Solution at Bitcomm Technologies Private Ltd
(A RT Vision Technologies P Ltd. - Group Company)
1. Summary
The Optical fiber cable was initially introduced to carry signals to long distance with lesser Losses,
but now with more technological up gradation by extensively using OFC in Data Transfer, Telephony,
Media, TV, Railway signaling etc has now evolved as backbone network having direct impact on day
to day in Railways and other infrastructure sectors.
Also big organization like Indian Railways use 2-wire, 4-wire, PSTN, VHF/UHF, Microwave, TETRA
GSM-R and Optical Fiber for their critical communication. Due to much lower attenuation and
interference, optical fiber has large advantages over existing copper wire in long-distance and highdemand applications. Due to technology transfer and cope of with high demand of bandwidth, use of
optical fiber will be much higher in Indian railways in near future and maintenance of old and new
network and keeping fiber in good health will become an challenge.
2. Needs of Remote Optical Fiber Management
The present system of fiber network maintenance is reactive i.e. when fault occurs in optical fiber, the
NMS of the active system (NOC) gets alarm and then it intimates the fiber maintenance team about
the link failure. The maintenance team, then go to the FMS (Fiber Management system) for checking
the fault distance by using traditional test equipment called OTDR to find the location of fault
occurrence. This job takes minimum an hour to 2 hours depending on time of the day, availability of
team, and OTDR in good conditions. Also the test equipment provides the optical distance which is
always variation with actual physical location of the fault. Also it is necessary to keep watching the
health of fiber in terms of high loss, attenuation of signals beyond threshold limit and health of unused
fibers. In addition to this, the records of the inventory of spare fibers, un-serviceable fibers, high-loss
fibers etc are monitored manually.
The optical fiber network management solutions to be designed improve the monitoring of the passive
fiber network by online tracking of the fiber health. With special Indian context, where the fiber cuts
are very high and saving of an hour to two hours per cut for servicing, will improve the SLA and
revenues to great extend. If we take typical example of 20 cuts per 1000 KM per month, then we save
20*2 = 40 hrs / month on 1000 KM route itself. The NMS system will track and communicate instantly
the fault location i.e physical location by SMS / email / voice calling, so that team moves directly the
fault location.
In addition to this, the NMS will help in improving the network pro-actively for high loss links and also
ensure the quality of the splicing for fault clearance. The other important benefits of remotely
managed fiber solutions are mentioned as under, Higher customer satisfaction
• Better SLAs
• Better inventory management
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher revenues generation
Operational Cost saving
Online Updated records
Online Integration with trouble ticket management of NOC
System security
Archiving test data
Integration of network in GIS / Google Maps / ABD
Customized Report generation / Performance Management
Configuration Management
Accounting Management
Patroller tracking

3. Overview of Fiber Monitoring Solution by Bitcomm (FIBEREYE)
Fiber Monitoring and Management System is designed to mitigate the need of fiber cable
maintenance and management. Fiber monitoring solution is designed for maintenance of optical fiber
cable in shortest possible duration using state of art technologies in hardware and user friendly
graphical displays integrated with GIS mapping. The heart of the solution is RTU (Optical Remote
Test Unit) consists of laser and switching technology to monitor, test, and record optical fibers 24
hours a day, 7 days a week without interrupting transmission. Besides network monitoring, rapidly
offering detailed fiber information and alarm location, it also performs multiple test modes, such as
on-line test (Active Fiber), off-line test (Dark Fiber), and real-time test. Moreover, the system executes
multiple test analyses, offers GIS to do fiber test and alarm location. The functions of cable
management and analysis assist the administrator to fully understand cable status. Referring to
scalability and stability, the RTU adopts modular design, which facilitates future expansion. Also, all
its modules and components feature high stability. It's very easy to install, operate, and maintain the
RTU.

Figure 1: Optical RTU

Figure 2: Look and Feel of GIS based Fiber Management

The system complies with general standards Bellcore GR-1309-CORE and ITU FCAPS standard
4. System Functionality of FIBEREYE
• Fault Management , Data Management , Security Management ,Configuration ManagementSupport of FCAPS functionalities
• GIS based Fault and data management
• Supported with Google Map ,Map Info or compatible Maps
• Various Test configuration, Trace , fiber degradation detection and scan functionalities
• TCP/IP based Client Server Architecture for bigger network configuration
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alarm and Alert Management (SMS , Email, Fax support)
Network Analysis and Element Management
Powerful Test functions for fiber health management
History database search and various report formats
Useful tool for Planning , Operation and Maintenance
Capability to integrate with PON (Passive Optical Network) Monitoring system
Fault restoration management capability
Multiple user and client access support simultaneously
Configurable architecture for Central and regional server mechanism
Integration capability with third party management system via SNMP, XML, CORBA and TL1
interfaces. Support of OSS interface.
Integration capability with Remotely Managed Optical Patch Panel (RMOPP)
Customizable and scalable to cater User requirement
Windows 2000 Server based with Database SQL Server /MySQL /Oracle

5. FEW IMPORTANT FEATURES OF “FIBEREYE"

For further information on fiber monitoring solution, please contact Bitcomm Technologies at
sales@bitcommtechnologies.com
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LTE-Capable Mobile Backhaul
Michael Ritter
ADVA Optical Networking
With rising demand for mobile broadband services, operators are seeing a sharpincrease in bandwidth
requirements. To keep pace with demand, operators must evolve to new packet backhaul networks
that offer increased capacity at lower cost while providing the necessary service reliability and quality
of experience that users expect. This white paper focuses on the challenges operators face when
migrating to LTE and LTE Advanced radio access and the solutions they need to profi tably benefi t
from packet backhaul.
Introduction
The rising tide of data traffi c experienced in mobile networks is putting the backhaul infrastructure
under more pressure than ever before. Data intensive applications on powerful smartphone and tablet
devices are popular with many users and the arrival of LTE and LTE Advanced will only accelerate
this process. Infonetics Research reports that the number of mobile broadband subscribers passed fi
xed broadband subscriptions in 2010 and is estimated to reach 2.1 billion by 2015.

Source: Infonetics Research 2011
Figure 1: Mobile broadband subscriber growth

The introduction of LTE and LTE Advanced – also referred to as 4G radio access technology – promises
a whole new mobile broadband experience for private and business users, with short latency and data
rates beyond 100 Mbit/s. At the same time, service differentiation and multiple quality-of-service
profiles will enable mobile network operators to efficiently use available spectrum while offering
differentiated services with a superior quality of experience to their customers.
However, this new, fixed network-like performance can only be experienced when supported by the
backhaul network. There is general consensus in the industry that only packet-based Carrier
Ethernet backhaul will be able to meet the challenges. Carrier Ethernet networks provide the
bandwidth and flexibility required to dynamically adapt to capacity and connectivity demand
originating from mobile services at cost points attractive to network operators. While efficiency and
reduced cost per bit are important metrics, reliability of the mobile backhaul network is essential for
efficient network operations and providing a superior user experience. With the introduction of LTE
and LTE Advanced, the architecture of the backhaul network becomes more diverse and has many
more dimensions. Connectivity between the mobile core and the base stations is no longer strictly hub-
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and-spoke as with 2G and 3G radio access technology. Base stations now communicate directly with
each other, exchanging signaling and user data without involving the mobile core. They also use
different anchoring points for signaling and data traffic in the mobile core. Data plane and signaling
plane are now completely separated. Furthermore, the concept of small cells introduces another level
of complexity. Small cells are an important component of LTE to provide substantially increased
access capacity to a large number of users and enable a more efficient utilization of the available
spectrum.
The Right Solution for LTE-Capable Mobile Backhaul
The explosive growth of video and data services on mobile devices has created a challenge as mobile
network operators look to provide them to an expanding base of subscribers while simultaneously
reducing the cost of transporting this increased traffic load across the mobile backhaul network. While
efficiency and reduced cost per bit are important metrics, reliability of the mobile backhaul network is
essential for efficient network operations and providing a superior user experience.
ADVA Optical Networking has a comprehensive FSP 150 Carrier Ethernet access and backhaul
portfolio that offers a complete solution including scalable QoS management, end-to-end service
assurance and accurate delivery of timing information for mobile backhaul networks of any size. Our
Etherjack™ and Syncjack™ suite, which are fully integrated into the FSP 150 platform, enable
mobile backhaul network operators to deliver reliable, high-performance data and synchronization
services supported by a rich and complete set of tools for end-to-end service monitoring and assurance.
Our FSP 150 Carrier Ethernet solution provides operators with the capability to evolve their mobile
backhaul network without constraints and supports seamless migration of radio access networks to
LTE and later LTE Advanced. It is architected to deliver 99.999% availability, supports end-to-end
SLA management per traffic fl ow and scales with your radio access network: a complete and uniform
solution for demarcation and aggregation applications in mobile backhaul networks.
About ADVA Optical Networking
ADVA Optical Networking is a global provider of intelligent telecommunications infrastructure
solutions. With software-automated Optical+Ethernet transmission technology, the Company builds
the foundation for high-speed, next-generation networks. The Company’s FSP product family adds
scalability and intelligence to customers’ networks while removing complexity and cost. Thanks to
reliable performance for more than 15 years, the Company has become a trusted partner for more than
250 carriers and 10,000 enterprises across the globe.
Product
FSP 150
ADVA Optical Networking’s family of intelligent Ethernet access products provides devices for
Carrier Ethernet service demarcation, extension and aggregation. It supports delivery of intelligent
Ethernet services both in-region and out-ofregion. Incorporating an MEF-certifi ed UNI and the latest
OAM and advanced Etherjack™ demarcation capabilities, the FSP 150 products enable delivery of
SLA-based services with full end-to-end assurance. Its comprehensive Syncjack™ technology for
timing distribution, monitoring and timing service assurance opens new revenue opportunities from
the delivery of synchronization services.

